ABSTRACT Machine learning models, especially deep neural networks (DNNs), have achieved state of the art in computer vision and speech recognition. However, with wide applications of DNNs, some problems have appeared, such as lack of interpretability and vulnerable to adversarial examples. Whether the judgment of the model is consistent with that of human is a key to the wide application and development of neural networks. In this paper, we propose a novel and interpretable method to enable the model to make the same judgment as humans in the adversarial examples, which is based on the geometric invariance between images of the same category. Template matching is combined with convolution neural network during the training and testing stage. Moreover, we manage to give a theorical proof. The geometric invariance features got from the template matching are fused with the features extracted by the convolutional layers. The experimental results demonstrate the temp_model (network added the template matching) has a higher test accuracy both on benchmark sequences and adversarial examples, and we use a visual method to explain the reason why adding template can make the network perform better. The generality and convergence of the network improve without increasing the model size and training time after adding the template as common sense.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning has excellent performance in computer applications. In particularly, since 2012, Hinton proposed Alex Net and got much better result than previous machine learning methods in classification on the ImageNet [1] , and the neural networks have developed rapidly until now. Neural networks have achieved state of the art in many tasks, such as computer vision, natural language process, and speech recognition [2] , [3] .
However, some problems have also been exposed as the DNNs develop rapidly. For example, after adding some artificial perturbations to the input sample, the convolutional neural network makes a wrong classification with great confidence [4] - [8] at test time, and such perturbations also causes classification errors of other networks [5] , [7] . Goodfellow proposed adversarial examples to describe the samples added
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with perturbations and explained the reason for the existence of the adversarial sample was weakness and linear nature of the neural network itself [7] . And adversarial examples have not only existed in computer vision, but also in malware detection [9] , speech recognition [10] , and semantic understanding [11] . Even in physical world for machine learning systems using signals from cameras or other sensors as input, they were vulnerable to adversarial examples [12] . Athalye et al. [13] used 3D printing to synthesize robust adversarial examples under different angles and illumination conditions and the results demonstrated the existence of 3D adversarial examples in the physical world. And Goodfellow found the same adversarial examples fools more than one model across architectures and training sets even if the adversarial had no access to the underlying model [7] , [12] . Therefore, the problem of adversarial example is widespread in the field of matching learning.
There are many defense methods that used to solve the adversarial examples problem in the DNNs. A straightforward and simple method is to detect the input sample and determine whether the input sample is adversarial example by the statistical distribution rule of the sample [14] . Some researchers want to eliminate the interference of adversarial examples by purifying and filtering the input [15] . However, these simple detection and purification methods are difficult to work with in many complex scenarios and models. It is an effective defense method that enhancing the robustness of the model itself through adversarial training [16] . But it is actually difficult to design a perfect adversarial training before the attack. And with the wide application of deep neural networks in the fields of finance, medical care and autonomous driving, the problem that deep neural networks cannot clearly explain their decision-making behavior has attracted more and more attention [5] , [17] . The discovery of adversarial examples makes the interpretability of the network more meaningful. The main reason why neural network is not interpretable is that it lacks common sense and is vulnerable to adversarial example interference. Adding common sense to the neural network is an effective means to make the application of the neural network wide and more stable. However, there are currently many difficulties in integrating common sense and knowledge into the field of neural networks [18] , [19] . Many common senses in human cognition are highly abstract. How to quantify common sense and integrate with the highdimensional features learned by neural network needs to be solved.
In this paper, we propose a novel method of combining template matching [20] , [22] with convolutional neural networks to integrate common sense into neural network. We add the geometric invariant features of the image extracted by the template matching to the neural network as common sense to make the new model can better resist the disturbance and be more interpretable. The production of the adversarial examples is basically to add some artificially designed noise to the original image. The human can see more or less the change of the image, but can still make a correct judgment based on the valid information. However, this causes the convolutional neural network or other machine learning models to output error results. Convolutional neural networks or other machine learning modules focus on changes in each pixel and be deceived by the adversarial examples. These noises do not affect human extracting valid features of the images. The geometric invariant is the part of reason why human can judge correctly without the effect of designed noise.
Moments and invariants of images are very useful for invariant feature extraction due to their rotation, scale, and translation invariance properties [21] . Geometric invariance is one of the basic common senses and is used in many object recognition and image matching [22] , [23] . In many 2d and 3d cases, the geometric invariant can be used for the preservation of cultural heritage [22] , feature extraction of medical images [23] , and reconstruction of images [24] .
We deem that the geometric invariant may be used to reduce or eliminate the influence of adversarial noise, and improve the network's interpretability for classification results. And the thinking is validated using the MNIST dataset [25] and LeNet-5 [26] under the Caffe [27] framework. The normal input and adversarial examples are respectively calculated with the templates to get many normalized correlation coefficients, and the vector is obtained from the max normalized correlation coefficient calculated from each template. This vector is added to the last fully connected layer of the convolutional neural network to obtain the extended vector, which is then fed to the SoftMax layer to output the recognition result. In the process of back propagation, no gradient calculation is performed for the template matching process. In general, many features based on geometric invariance can be extracted by template matching to complement the recognition of convolutional neural networks. In the process of training, the network with template matching and the network without it are trained on the normal data set and tested on normal and adversarial data sets. We demonstrate the network with the template matching is indeed more effective by comparing the experiment results, and the training time and model size. And experimental results reveal a substantial rise of classification scores in adversarial set. In benchmark sequences, the network with the template matching performed better. The results of experiments are consistent with the theoretical derivation. In the end, we use a visual method [28] to explore the difference of internal neurons between the temp_model and without_temp_model (LeNet-5), and find that the reason why adding template can make the network perform better is reasonable. We also explore the performance of temp_model and without_temp_model in adversarial training. The contributions of this study are as follows:
1) First, we propose a novel and reasonable method to add the template matching in DNNs as a common sense and use the geometric invariance to improve the interpretability and generality of the network. 2) Second, we verify the effectiveness of the method under normal dataset and adversarial examples, including adversarial training, and use the visual method to explore the enhancement of signal feature map after adding the template matching. 3) Third, our method also proposes a new way in some model applications with a special focus on security, which is that adding an offline template or other common sense like that can increase the security of the model and resist malicious attacks. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the method in Section II, including dataset and methodology. We then present the theorical proof to establish the experiment in Section III. We show the experiment results and analysis it using a visual method in section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in section V.
II. METHOD A. INTRODUCTION OF MNIST
The MNIST database of handwritten digits have a training set of 60,000 examples, and a test set of 10,000 examples [25] .
The digits have centered in a fixed-size image. And it is a good database for people who want to learn machine learning and pattern recognition techniques without spending much time preprocessing and formatting.
B. METHODOLOGY
Template matching is a basic and original method in digital image processing [20] . The principle of this method is very simple, traversing every possible position in the target image, comparing whether the place is similar to the template, including the geometric invariance, and when the similarity is high enough, we think that our target is found. In the process of comparing the template with the original image, there are many algorithms to measure the similarity of the match. Standard correlation matching (CV_TM_CCOEFF_NORMED) is the most complex similarity algorithm supported by OpenCV. Geometric similarity is the main manifestation of similarity between images with fixed structural features in grayscale.
The shape of template is w × h, which w and h mean the width and height of the template image. And the shape of input image is m × n. m and n stand for the width and the height of input image. T (i, j) and I (i, j) stand the value of pixel (i, j) of template and input image. The template slides as a window across the entire image in steps of one pixel. i and j are the cumulative number of steps the window has crossed. Each time it is slid, it will be calculated according to (4) to obtain the corresponding correlation coefficient R(i, j) to measure the geometric invariance between template and the same size part of image. At the end of the sliding, there is a (m − w + 1) × (n − h + 1) matrix consisted of all the correlation coefficients. The max element of the matrix is chosen to measure the geometric invariance between the input image and template.
The calculated correlation coefficient is positive with the geometric invariance between the target image and the template. The same template can also be used to obtain the maximum of the corresponding correlation coefficients after the image is added to the perturbation to be the adversarial example. We use formula (6) to calculate the r to measure the geometric invariance between the correlation coefficient of normal image and that of the adversarial example. Under the premise of geometric invariance, r is very close to 1, which is the theoretical basis for the temp_model performing better under the adversarial examples. This theoretical basis is proved in the section III.
III. ESTABLISHMENT OF EXPERIMENTS
Before and after image plus adversarial noise, the correlation coefficient of it and template does not much change due to the geometric invariant. These invariant features are effective to improve the recognition accuracy of model to the adversarial examples. The templates used to extract the invariant features of adversarial examples are shown as Fig. 1 .
There are many ways to produce perturbation to get adversarial samples. In this paper, the adversarial samples used in the experiment were produced with the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [12] algorithm by using (1) . ε is the perturbation added on the normal input x and it is small enough so that human can still make correct judgment on the adversarial example x. But with the whole image (m × n) and the weight vector of w, the activation grows more than εmn. As a result, the normal image with perturbation is misclassified by neural network. The perturbation is not random noise, and it is calculated by some special algorithm. The loss function used to train model is J (θ, x, y). sign() is the sign of the derivative of J (θ, x, y), 1 or −1. Fig.2 shows adversarial examples produced by FGSM under different ε.
The method of template matching can measure the geometric invariance between image and template. Specifically, in addition to subtracting their means, there are also divided by their respective variances. The normalization operation on template T (i, j) and image I (i, j) can be seen as (2) and (3). Our image to be inputted and the template are standardized after the two steps, so that the illumination of the target image and the template can be changed alone without affecting the calculation result.
And from the expression of the correlation coefficient R(i, j) as (4), the similarity of template T (i, j) and image I (i, j), the perturbation added in the every pixel of the image can be weaken or eliminated in some extent with the operation subtracting means and dividing respective variances. Each pixel in the image can be thought of as a number in a sequence. The input image I (i, j) is expressed as the sequence A(a 11 , a 12 · · · · · · a mn ), and the template is T (t 11 , t 12 · · · · · · t wh ) and the perturbation is B(b 11 , b 12 · · · · · · b mn ). a ij , t ij and b ij stand for the value of pixel (i, j) of input image, template and the perturbation. And every element of A and B has the following conditions:
The means and variances of A are EA and DA, and those of B are EB and DB. The max correlation coefficient between template and adversarial sample is Radv−t , and that between template and normal image is Ri−t . Ri−t is calculated using the normal image and the template, which corresponds to the label of the normal image. The way to get Radv−t is the same as Ri−t . We use r to measure the relationship between Ri−t and Radv−t to reflect the geometric correlation between the adversarial example and normal image. From formula (4), we can get Ri−t and Radv−t , and then we can get r: 
TABLE 2. Accuracy of all models under different adversarial examples of perturbations (eps).
According to the simplification of the 6 and the limitation of (5), we can get:
Most of time the ε is not more than one because of the restriction of L∞ norm [12] . So, the DB is far less than DA, and in theory the correlation coefficient between the image VOLUME 7, 2019 and the template does not change substantially before and after the appropriate disturbance added on the image. We can see that the adversarial examples retain some of the geometric invariant features of the original images. Based on intuition and above theoretical support, we design an improved network as Fig. 3 that combines template matching with the neural network.
The temp_model consists of two parts: LeNet and template matching. The input image is paralleled through neural network (LeNet) and template matching. In the out of the second inner product layer of the LeNet, a feature vector of 1×1×10 shape is obtained to represent the high-dimensional features extracted in the previous layers. At the same time, the image is matched with ten templates using the standard correlation matching algorithm, and ten matrixes of (m − w + 1) × (n − h+1) shape are obtained. The maximum value in each matrix is used to represent the similarity between the image and the template, so a vector of 1 × 1 × 10 shape is obtained. This vector and the vector of the result of the second inner product layer are integrated into one feature vector by weighting as input of SoftMax layer to output the recognition result. And the geometric invariance features extracted by template matching are also added into the neural network after the two vectors are integrated into one vector. No gradient calculation is performed for the template matching process in order to keep the template as a common sense invariant, and the training and testing of the temp_model are the same as the ordinary CNN models. In the process of training, the geometric invariance features extracted by template matching are used to make the neural network converge faster by the gradient back of the recognition result.
IV. EXPERIMENT
To verify the validity of the neural network with template matching from an experimental perspective, we conduct three experiments. In each experiment, each model is guaranteed to be consistent over the hyperparameters. The model structure is shown in Fig. 3 , which is added template matching with the LeNet.
A. TEST IN NORMAL DATASET
First experiment is the New-LeNet and LeNet are trained and tested in the normal dataset with the same hyperparameters. We also used a data set of 26 uppercase English letters, caffe-ocr, to test the temp_model and without_temp_model. Each letter of the dataset was randomly generated from 10 Word formats such as AndaleMono, Arial, ArialBlack, and TimesNewRoman. The two models are trained separately in the case of different training rounds, and then the two models are tested on the normal test set. And we can find that in the case of almost all training times from the Table 1 and Fig. 4 (a) , the accuracy of New-LeNet in MNIST and Caffe_Ocr is higher than that of the LeNet. The former is also more stable and less oscillating during the training process. The template may have a certain guiding effect in the model, which makes the model converge faster when training. The accuracy of the two models is close at some points, and the accuracy of temp_model is even slightly lower than that of the without_temp_model when the number of iterations is 6000 in Table 1 . The reason is the local microoscillation caused by the step limitation of the neural network during training process. And from the quantitative analysis of Table 1 , the accuracy of the temp_model is on average 0.14% higher than that of the without_temp_model. So, it is accepted as a local micro shock that the accuracy of temp_model is 0.01% lower than that of the without_temp_model. Fig. 4 (b) shows that the test accuracies of the two models are basically the same as the change of training time and adding template does not increase the extra training time. And both models are the same size (1.7M).
B. TEST IN ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES
The second experiment is to test the temp_model, without_temp_model, SVM and KNN under the adversarial examples, which were trained under the normal dataset. And the adversarial examples are produced with FGSM under different perturbations ε (Eps). The results of the Jacobian Regularization were added as a comparison under the same Eps, which was used to improve DNN robustness to adversarial attacks [29] . As the noise continues to increase, the picture becomes more and more blurred, and the accuracy of all models declines. However, as Table 2 and Fig. 5 (a) show, no matter how much disturbance, the accuracy of the model with template matching, temp_model, is higher than other models. Fig. 5 (b) shows that the images that satisfies the theory under different eps account for the percentage of the classifying correctly images. Satisfying the theory means that the template label is the same with the image label and the correspond r is closest to one, compared to other r calculated using other templates. Experimental results suggest that the invariant features extracted by template matching do improve the generality of the network in the adversarial examples.
C. ADVERSARIAL TRAINING AND VISUALIZION
As [16] says, adversarial examples can reduce the test error if they are used for adversarial training models. So, the final experiment is to train the two models under the adversarial examples dataset and then look at their performance on the normal test dataset and adversarial examples test dataset. And we try to use a visual method [28] to explore the difference of internal neurons between the two models, and find that the reason why adding template can make the network perform better is reasonable.
It can be easily seen that adversarial training can greatly improve the robustness of the model to the adversarial examples from Fig. 6 , and the models training under different eps of adversarial examples are also different in robustness. There may be a specific noise value making the model performing best in the adversarial training of all eps. And the performance of temp_model is better than that of without_temp_model from Fig. 7 , under every eps of adversarial examples trained. Fig. 8 shows the visualization of feature map of normal dataset and adversarial examples, and the same channel of the first convolutional layer is chosen. As seen in the figure, because the templates are added to the temp_model, the feature map of different models looks slightly different. However, with all images from normal dataset and adversarial examples, the feature maps from temp_model are brighter and clearer than those from without_temp_model. Fig. 8 (a) shows the effective features in the feature map of temp_model get more enhancements from the background, and the geometric features in the image are better preserved than that of without_temp_model. Fig. 8 (b) shows the difference of visualization of feature map for temp_model and without_temp_model. Images are generated under different eps. As seen in the figure, temp_model can extract the effective geometric features of image more comprehensively under the same level of lightly noise, without being covered by noise. However, temp_model can no longer extract the geometric features from the noise when the adversarial noise continues increase (Eps = 0.4 or bigger), just making both of them stand out in the background. When the adversarial noise is as large as the last two images, even human cannot accurately identify the numbers in the images. And the results confirm the theoretical derivation of the model (Secretion 3) and Fig. 5 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper it can be easily seen that the adversarial examples have a big impact on the accuracy of the model, especially if the model is not considering the adversarial training during the process of training. And we proposed a novel method to improve the consistency of the judgment between the network and humans on the slightly adversarial examples, which combined convolution neural network with template matching based on the geometric invariant. The geometric invariant from the template matching is indeed effective under the adversarial examples and also improves the interpretability of the model, and the model is more stable during the training process. There is basically no additional time and space overhead after adding template matching. And the proposed method is not limited by computing resources when applied. Adversarial training can greatly improve the generality of the model, and the temp_model have a better performance than without_temp_model in adversarial training of all eps. There may be a specific noise value making the model performing best in the adversarial training of all eps. Finally, the same feature map of the two models at the same input is compared by visual method, and the improvement of the model after adding the template is qualitatively seen.
This method also proposes a new way of thinking. In some model applications with a special focus on security, consider adding an offline template to increase the security of the model, and template is similar to a graphical map of knowledge. On the one hand, this method can improve the accuracy of the model, on the other hand, it can also improve the resistance of the model to the adversarial examples. In future work, we consider adding more common sense and reasoning to the neural network to make the model more stable and humans more likely to understand the decision making of the model.
